ASSESSMENT OF GIS-ASSISTED MOVEMENT PATCHES USING LCP FOR LOCAL SPECIES: NORTH CENTRAL ANATOLIA REGION, TURKEY.


HIGHLIGHTS

The least cost path analysis was used to determine the location of the ecological corridors according to the resistance for a particular species.

The study area is the most edge point for lynx in steppe forests.

Six corridors were identified.

The study methodology will contribute to ecological corridors that will be planned in Turkey.

ABSTRACT

As a result of the fragmentation and degradation of forests, the connectivity of natural habitats has been decreasing. Thus, problems in gene flow in wildlife have begun to arise. The connection of landscape patches with corridors is now an important subject of landscape planning. Central Anatolia has been affected by forest fragmentation due to its fragile ecologies. The purpose of this study was i) to identify the spatial location of landscape corridors in order to create ecological networks among the natural landscape reserves in the Northern Central Anatolia Region and ii) to develop a guideline that can be applied for landscape connectivity in fragmentation areas. Landscape resistances were determined according to the target species (Lynx lynx) and a resistance map was formed. Corridors were determined by using Least-cost path (LCP) approach with GIS. As a result, six corridors and major barriers were identified among the core areas and north forests. The methodology and results of this study has promising potential, which can be considered by experts, planners, and researchers in Turkey and others regions of the world as references for identifying and planning optimal patches for habitat sustainability.
INTRODUCTION

Anthropogenic formations, such as agricultural areas, human settlements, and roads, are the main causes for the fragmentation of forests, as well as for the reduction of biodiversity. Many wild animals can migrate long distances and move through the landscape for breeding, nesting or seeking shelter. Wild animals can travel in their network and forest paths at different scale levels. However, the landscape has become vulnerable due to intensive land use and traffic volume. Consequently, due to the combined effects of natural and anthropogenic disturbances, the habitat for different species may be lost, fragmented or degraded, leading to the formation of a mosaic or patches habitats with changing characteristics. These habitat patches or matrices can facilitate or prevent the movement of species between individual or populations. Because landscapes are spatially heterogeneous and temporally dynamic, it is important to understand how landscape features affect the dispersal, migration, and daily movements of wild animals (Taylor et al., 1993; With et al., 1997; Crooks and Sanjayan, 2006).

In recent years, the scientific world has planned to bring together independent spatial spaces along with their ecological processes to define strategies for the conservation of natural areas (Burkey, 1989; Carroll et al., 2004; Gurrutxaga et al., 2010). Eco-regional landscape planning plays an important role in the natural conservation policies and strategies because of the need to unite the socio-economic and ecological conservation areas of a whole region (Bennett, 2004; Gurrutxaga et al., 2010). Eco-regional landscape planning approaches, also known as ecological networks, constitute the most important step for the development of appropriate and functional protection of wildlife populations. Ecological networks are formed through landscape planning to develop corridors that connect and create a matrix of natural areas (Bennett, 2004; Huber et al., 2007; Gurrutxaga et al., 2010).

The behavior of a wild animal in the landscape varies depending on the structure of the land and its the ecological profile; these structures affect the animals', mobility and perception of the land. In other words, the connection may not be a corridor for all species the movement of species may be difference within landscape (Forman, 1995; Tischendorf and Fahrig, 2000). Therefore, the design of ecological corridors, which are planned as eco-regional, takes into account the target species or umbrella species (Noss and Daly, 2006; Hepcan et al., 2009; Gurrutxaga et al., 2010; Kramer-Schadt et al., 2011; Dehagh et al., 2018; Farrell et al., 2018). Different empirical models are used in the planning of landscape connections. The most commonly used models in recent years have been those that are built on resistance (Verbeylen et al., 2003; Cushman et al., 2010; Koen et al., 2010; Zeller et al., 2012; Zeller et al., 2014; Shirk et al., 2015). The resistance is used to fill in the gaps in the motion information by providing a quantitative estimate of how environmental parameters affect animal movements. The most widely used environmental variables in the formation of resistance surfaces are land use/cover, roads, topographic structure and human settlement areas (Zeller et al., 2012). Gülci and Akay (2015) used GIS-based multi-criteria analysis to find ecological passage locations on roads, and suitable movement corridors for roe deers (Capreolus capreolus). Resistance surfaces represent hypothesized relationships between landscape properties and gene flow and are based on biological functions such as relative abundance or movement possibilities in different types of land cover (Zeller et al., 2012). The difficulty in calculating resistance surfaces is to value to landscape.

Experts have focused on maps using GIS models to connect to the research and conservation plans (Baldwin et al., 2010; Spencer et al., 2010; Gurrutxaga et al., 2010; Mcrae et al., 2012). Raster-based least-cost paths analysis techniques are commonly used to evaluate functional connectivity by modeling the effect of permeability to species movement in the landscape matrix (Adriaensen et al., 2003; Larkin et al., 2004; Clevenger and Wierzchowski, 2006; Gurrutxaga et al., 2010; Watts et al., 2010; Cushman et al., 2018). Developing these models involves defining the “core” or “source” and assigning resistance values to surrounding landscape properties (Stevenson et al. 2014). For example, Walker and Craighead (1997) used least-cost paths to simulate the dispersal corridor by calculating the cumulative cost surface based on the habitat preferences of many target species, including grizzly bears, mountain lions and elk in Montana. Identifying how the target species move within the landscape is necessary for effective conservation and management. Using least-cost paths, it is possible to define potential dispersal areas, in addition to evaluate major barriers (Stevenson et al. 2013).

In this study, we evaluated connectivity for the lynx, a target species in the steppe forest of central Turkey. We conducted this study to achieve two goals; i) to identify the spatial location of landscape corridors in order to create ecological networks among the natural landscape reserves in the Northern Central Anatolia Region and ii) to develop a guideline that can be applied for landscape connectivity in fragmented areas. The framework represented in this study can be applied to protect biodiversity at different spatial scales.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Area and Data Set

The study area was located in the North Central Anatolia in Turkey and covers an area of approximately 10,000 km². The mountains Elmadağ, Küre Boğazı, Idris,
Flower, Dinek, and Karagüney are important natural reserves or refuges within the study area. Annual total precipitation of the site is between 395-500 mm and average temperature is 10 °C. The region is located in the Iran-Turan vegetation zone. The region consists mainly of pasture and agricultural lands. There are large and small forest areas as relic within the study area. There are commonly seen in central Anatolian steppes, oak (Quercus pubescens Willd.), Black pine (Pinus nigra Arn. subsp. Nigra) within the forest sections of the site. The Kızılırmak, Turkey’s longest river, flows across the region forming a longitudinal riparian habitat that irrigates and is affected by surrounding agricultural areas. In addition, the Delice River, the Tüney River and the Balaban Stream are important rivers. The study area includes two provincial centers (80,000 and 200,000 persons), 15 district centers (2,000-25,000 persons) and more than five hundred villages (75-1500 persons). the average population density is high in urban and low in rural areas (2-10 person / km²). One of Turkey’s highest traffic volume highways, the Ankara-Samsun Highway, runs through the study area the average traffic volume is 55000 vehicle/day.

In the study, the data about the focus species was collected through a review of the literature along with survey data, illegal hunting data and wildlife-vehicle collision data. Forest maps and CORINE maps were used in the classification of land uses. Average daily traffic density, road and railway line data sets were used for the transportation network. The study scale was 1: 25,000 and the raster cell resolution was 30 m.

Model

Connectivity is one dependent feature that forms a general landscape mosaic. Therefore, this approach is the selection of target species that can be used as the basis for the design of ecological corridors between protected areas (Gurrutxaga et al., 2010). The behavior of a species in the landscape includes many elements from the movement of the species to its heterogeneity within the landscape. The landscape connectivity can vary for species. For this reason, the planning of landscape corridors, umbrella species, specific species with large home range, were combined to ascertain the movement of species in relation to the landscape characteristics (Bani et al., 2002; Bruinderink et al., 2003; Carroll, 2006; Noss and Daly, 2006).

Medium or large mammal species, which often prefer forested areas, were selected as the focal group for creating landscape connectivity between the core areas. The lynx (Lynx lynx; Figure 2) was chosen as the target species because it has remained as relic species in the forest-steppe region of the Küre Boğazı Mountain.

**FIGURE 1** Study area.

**FIGURE 2** Lynx lynx (Photo: Emir ÖZAY).
The lynx is the biggest cat in almost all areas in Asia and Europe. Although lynx, due to its wide distribution, has the least concern, some of its subpopulations in Europe and southwest Asia are fragmented and endangered (Breitenmoser et al., 2008). The diet of most lynx in the forest-steppe landscape mosaic consists of hares.

**TABLE 1**  Lynx records for core areas and surroundings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Source data</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ankara</td>
<td>Nallihan</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>15/09/2009</td>
<td>Mengülloğlu et al. (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ankara</td>
<td>Kızılcabahamam</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>15/03/2015</td>
<td>Akbaba and Ayası (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Kırıkale</td>
<td>Küre Mountain</td>
<td>DKMPGM</td>
<td>10/11/2015</td>
<td>Anonymous (2015a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Çankırı</td>
<td>Korgün</td>
<td>DKMPGM</td>
<td>04/01/2018</td>
<td>Anonymous (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Çankırı</td>
<td>İlgaz</td>
<td>WVC</td>
<td>17/03/2016</td>
<td>Anonymous (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Corum</td>
<td>Uğurludağ</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>12/05/2017</td>
<td>Anonymous (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Corum</td>
<td>Osmanlı</td>
<td>WVC</td>
<td>15/03/2015</td>
<td>Anonymous (2015b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Yozgat</td>
<td>Sorgun</td>
<td>DKMPGM</td>
<td>15/03/2015</td>
<td>Anonymous (2015b)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ecological connections depend on the mobility and ecological needs of wildlife species, as well as landscape structure; the scale of the corridor includes the scale of the landscape structure perceived by species (Foppen et al., 2000). The landscape structure of the region has changed due to the fragmentation and reduction of the forest, the increase in agricultural lands, the expansion of human settlement areas and the increase of a transportation network. The changes in the landscape have led to a reduction or destruction of natural ecological connections. While selecting the core areas in the study area, refuge areas where relic forests are located were taken into consideration. Since these areas are have remained largely undistrubed, they serve as special conservation areas because they have the largest number of species and the highest possibility of maintaining ecological stability (Gaston et al., 2008). The core areas are spatially separated, thus they yield more useful results even if they are close to each other (Gaston et al., 2006). The potential distribution of the target species in the study area goes beyond the core areas, because there are sufficient habitats in the landscape matrix. However, when creating an ecological network model, only the central areas are used as a point of origin. The least-cost model was used to determine the location of the corridors by using resistance maps between the core areas (Adriaensen et al., 2003; Larkin et al., 2004; Clevenger and Wierzchowski, 2006; Gurrutxaga et al., 2010). In the design of ecological corridors, to facilitate landscape connectivity, resistance map was prepared based on the assumption that the landscape matrix affected or limited the mobility of the target species. There are two different confusing about mapping connectivity with landscape resistances. First, which environmental variables were selected, and secondly, how much will the resistance values be? The selection and grading of resistance variables in resistance models are very important. Since 1980, many variables have been used for habitat suitability indexes (Zeller et al., 2012). Many different variables are used in determining the landscape resistance. Landscape resistance can be determined only by an environmental variable that has a land use, as well as an environmental variable between 2-5 variables. This study identified environmental variables known to affect the movement of a target species including land uses, transportation network and hydrological structure. These variables were used calculating resistance surfaces as described by Gurrutxaga et al. (2010) and Zeller et al. (2012). For the determination of land uses for the resistance map, CORINE and Forest maps were used. As a result, seven different land uses were classified within the study area: forest, pasture, agricultural area, mine sites, settlement, water surfaces and rivers. The roads were classified according to traffic volume and were divided into five groups (Table 2). In the next phase, environmental variables were scored. Of course, resistance values are important, but when scoring, it is more important to correctly sort the effects of environmental variables. Therefore, wildlife experts were asked to sort environmental variables according to the lynx’s ease of movement. Variable rankings of wildlife experts and rankings in some studies (Zimmermann and Breitenmoser, 2007; Gurrutxaga et al., 2010) were the same. We used the values between 0-1000 in order to determine the degree of resistance alike previous studies (Zimmermann and Breitenmoser, 2007; Gurrutxaga et al., 2010). Thus, we thought to increase the sensitivity of the resistance map. We investigated and adapted scientific studies for the lynx about resistance values of variables. For the resistance values of variables, we consulted scientific studies (Ferreras, 2001; Adriaensen et al., 2003; Carroll, 2006; Zimmermann and Breitenmoser, 2007; Hetherington et al., 2008) and wildlife expert opinion on the lynx. Since, lynx needs forested areas to survive and tends to avoid open areas, we decided that have a positive effect of forest habitats and negative effect of open areas, anthropogenic landscapes, settlement and road for connectivity. However, natural forests were...
The lynx is the biggest cat living in Central Anatolia and it is threatened with extinction in Turkey. The lynx is of the least concern category according to IUCN criteria (Breitenmoser et al., 2015). To date, there has been no study on population number of lynx in Turkey. The General Directorate of Nature Conservation and National Parks (DKMPGM), which is responsible for wildlife, tries to reveal only the lynx distribution with presence-absence. The lynx population in Küreboğazı Mountain has been monitored for the last five years by DKMPGM and the number of lynx is unknown. It is known that the lynx lived in the study area, especially in the Karagüney Mountains (Sulakyurt) (Huş and Göksel 1981). Over time, lynx declined from the core areas. Now it remains only as a remnant in Küreboğazı Mountain. It is certain that the lynx have been in Küreboğazı for a long time. Although the exact number is unknown, there are at least four lynx. At the same time, this region forms the innermost part where the lynx is inserted into the steppe zone.

As long as lynx are preserved, their number will increase. Although the study center is Küreboğazı, the main lynx dispersal will be from the northern part, where the population is higher. We have found evidence of this in the study area. We found roe deer populations both in İdris Mountain and in the Karagüney Mountain. There were no roe deer in both mountains before. After all, one of the reasons for the planning of the corridors is to ensure that the lynx dispersal. Zimmermann et al. (2005) for explaining the cause of dispersal presented three main hypotheses such as prevention of close kinship (Wolff, 1994), competition for breeding (Dobson, 1982) and competition for food (Greenwood, 1980). Zimmerman and Breitenmoser (2007) stated that the Eurasian lynx has not reached the desired population density after entering the Swiss Alps and Jura mountains in the 1970s. The most important reasons for slow dispersaling can be ecological, anthropogenic or anatomical. Therefore, the dispersal process of lynx can be expected to be slow.

Resistance provides an excellent tool for modeling surfaces, corridors or reserves. Resistance surfaces are also one of the most direct ways to applied the resource management and conservation decisions. Three main indicators and fourteen sub-indicators were used to determine the landscape resistances for the target species species in the current study. The corridors calculated by cost path analyzes may not be the most appropriate connection between the two patches, but the analysis of the findings can provide a relative measure to compare the link between different patches (Ferreras, 2001).

The accuracy rate depends on the connection of the landscape and consequently decreases due to roads and anthropogenic landscapes (Saunders et al. 2002). The lowest values in the landscape resistances were natural habitats (forest and grassland). Squires et al. (2013)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land use</th>
<th>Sub-factor</th>
<th>Resistance value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quarries</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crops</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grassland</td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roads</td>
<td>&lt; 1000 vehicle/day</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000-5000 vehicle/day</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5000-10000 vehicle/day</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10000-20000 vehicle/day</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt; 20000 vehicle/day</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers</td>
<td>Large river (&gt;30 m width)</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium river (&lt;30 m width)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
indicate that the Canada lynx selected home ranges at mid-elevations with low surface roughness and high canopy cover. Lynx avoided forest openings and low canopy cover as has been reported by Murray et al. (1994). The highest values, the highest landscape resistance was urban (Kırıkkale and Çankırı provincial centers).

Transportation networks fragment natural habitats and are one of the most important threats to the survival of wildlife species. Roads can prevent movement of species from one population to another and thereby disrupts the gene flow of wild animals across a landscape; furthermore, the gene pool is reduced as a result of wildlife vehicle collision (Forman and Alexander 1998; Özcan and Özkazanç 2017). Iuell et al. (2003) defined five infrastructures/traffic density class for the impact of traffic on wildlife. In the study area, the highways were classified according to traffic volume and high traffic volume (vehicle/day) had the highest resistance values. The traffic volume of Ankara-Samsun Highway is approximately 55,000 vehicles/day. The highest resistance value is also taken by this route line. Village roads with very little traffic volume have limited barrier effect on invertebrates. Mammals use these roads as corridor or for dispersal. Incidental wildlife deaths may occur on roads with a density below 1000 vehicles per day. Therefore, village roads have the lowest resistance values. Zimmerman and Breitenmoser (2007) stated in the study area in the Jura Mountains that the lynx with radio collar were accustomed to crossing the highways.

After the resistance map was created, we calculated the distance based on the matrix quality using the ArcGIS least-cost path tool (Figure 2). Wildlife corridors help to the least cost to an individual wild animal when follow a pathway between core patches. We identified the Küreboğazı core area, where the lynx are found, as the starting point and the center. First we combined the points of the lynx living in the northern forest border with the center. Thus, we established the connection between the lynx populations in the northern forests and the Küreboğazı core area. Then we created the corridors between the other core areas within our field of study. A total of six corridors were created (Figure 2). The shortest corridor in the study area was 16.65 km long, between the Küreboğazı and Elmadag core areas. The longest corridor was 145.09 km long between the Kürebazi core area and Uğurludağ, located at the northern forest border. The routes and lengths of the corridors were given in detail in Table 3. A dispersing young lynx in unsuitable habitat was spent a lot of time, traveled at least 3 km and came back at a highway. In addition, the lynx has moved away about 21 km from its home habitat and has traveled 56 km from an area with less than 20% forest and shrub for it (Zimmermann & Breitenmoser 2002). Zimmerman et al. (2007) stated that the lynx in the Jura and North-West Alps traveled up to 164 km and reached a maximum distance of 75.7 km. The corridor distance is not too long for the lynx to dispersal. The AE corridor with the longest distance (Küreboğazı-Karagüney Mountain-Uğurludağ) consists of two parts. The radio-tagged lynx remained close to human settlements or main roads if they could find safe daily rest places (Zimmermann & Breitenmoser 2007). Roads and railways for the movement of the lynx on the Jurassic Mountain did not create a barrier if not in wide open landscapes (Breitenmoser et al., 2007). AC corridor (Küreboğazı-Idris Mountain-Çavundur) contains the least anthropogenic landscape compared to other corridors. Therefore, it may higher most likely to be used comparing to others for lynx. These connectivity was potentially corridor represented among the core areas, because they generally used forested areas to be preferred by the lynx. This approach allowed the corridors to pass through areas of low human population density, thus avoiding a significant disturbance. The fragmented structure and the degree of forest fragmentation are also important because fragmented areas are used only for passage. The home range of lynx can include isolated forest patches in open landscape (Haller and Breitenmoser 1986).

Roads and large rivers normally function as major home range limits for lynx (Schadt et al. 2002). Bassile et al. (2009) stated that human density and urban areas have limited the niche of the lynx. For this reason, the habitat of lynx should not be divided by roads and urban uses. Nevertheless, it is certain that human settlements affecting the corridors and critical areas, identified in the study area, will expand in the future. Therefore, real estate, industrial development plans and infrastructure projects for corridors have become the main focus in environmental assessments. In Spain, for example, some local and sub-regional planned urban developments were rejected (Gurrutxaga et al., 2010). Ankara is the second largest city of Turkey. The highway between Ankara and Kırıkkale has a high traffic volume. The problem is not just traffic flow. The main problem is the increase of human settlements and industrial areas at the edges of the road. Because lynx can cross roads. It is impossible to close the road, but at least some areas of the road must be closed to the settlement. Yet there is no such law enforcement in Turkey.

It may be possible to reduce landscape resistance values with increasing reforestation at this area of Central Anatolia. Besides, much of potential corridors were
created through natural areas. Hetherington et al. (2008) explained that linear barriers were the main reason for the high cost of planning. However, it is inevitable that wildlife corridors intersect with major barriers. There are major barriers to the target species on the landscape corridors. These major barriers are detailed in Table 3.

TABLE 3 Potential corridors and major barriers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Connection</th>
<th>Length (km)</th>
<th>Major Barriers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>Küreboğazi-Elmadag</td>
<td>16.65</td>
<td>Two highway, major river (Kızılırmak)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>Küreboğazi-Ildrıı Dağı-Çavundur</td>
<td>87.36</td>
<td>Two highway, major river (Kızılırmak)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Küreboğazi-Korgun</td>
<td>108.61</td>
<td>Two highway, major river (Kızılırmak)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE</td>
<td>Küreboğazi-Karagüney Mountain-Uğurludağ</td>
<td>145.09</td>
<td>Two highway, major river (Kızılırmak, Delice)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF</td>
<td>Küreboğazi-Dinek Mountain-Sungurlu</td>
<td>121.01</td>
<td>Two highway, major river (Kızılırmak, Delice)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AG</td>
<td>Küreboğazi-Dinek Mountain-Akçakent</td>
<td>80.52</td>
<td>Two highway, major river (Kızılırmak)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ankara-Kırıkkale Highway is the largest barrier for corridors between Küreboğazi core area and the other core areas and forests in the north. Apart from this highway, it is considered as a major barrier due to high traffic volume in Kırıkkale-Kayseri Highway and Kırıkkale-Samsun Highway. In transportation policies, it is important to guarantee the permeability of highways for wildlife as roads with fence and high traffic density often have a significant barrier impact (Clevenger and Wierzchowski, 2006). Therefore, in interactions of highways with potential ecological corridors, it is necessary to ensure that adequate number of appropriate crossing points are established to ensure the spread of medium-large mammals (Luell et al., 2003; Gülcı and Akay, 2015).

CONCLUSIONS

Landscape corridors are an important connectivity for the wildlife community that provides flexibility to move against habitat fragmentation. The connection between core areas for isolated European lynx populations should be developed to ensure gene flow. There is a need to include the behavioral ecology and landscape structure of target species when evaluating the connection type. The reason is that the characteristics of the species are considered as the most important factor in the evaluation of landscape resistance. Resistance maps should be carefully explored in order to create corridors as well as provide biological conservation measures. Our results have identified major barriers on corridors and corridors between core areas. We cannot expect a lynx to find the optimal connection between the two patches, as indicated by the least-cost path analysis. However, the least-cost-path analysis provides a relative standard to compare the corridor between different patches. We hope that our study will be regarded as a method for conservation decisions and policies for biological conservation and eco-regional landscape planning. We also hope that this study will be a guide that can be used by researchers and planners to improve and identify corridors.
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